WAT IS A LSnCAL BBPBESBHTATIOH?
I n tr o d u o t io n
In this paper, I w ill discuss one aspect of the lex icon , namely it s morphological organization.
For about two years I have been working with Koakenniemi's twolevel model (Koakenniemi 1983 )i on a Polish tw o-level description. In this work, I have become more and more Interested in the formalism i t s e l f , something that has tended to push work on the language description in to the background. It seems to be the case that in moat concrete tw o-level descriptions, the rule component is forced to carry too heavy a burden in comparison with the lexicon , perhaps because the lexicon is very simple as to it s implementation. Like many other le x ica l systems in computer applications i t is implemented as a tre e , with a root node and leaves, from which the le x ica l entries eire retrieved when the analysts routine has traversed the tre e . The twolevel lexicon la a b it more sophisticated than th is , however, in that there la not only one, but several lexicon tre e s, the so called minilexicons. The user links the mlnilexicona in to a whole, moat often in to a root lexicon and a number of s u ffix lexicon s. In Hockett'a terminology, we could apeak of an Itern-and-Arrangement (lA) model (Hockett 1958 , pp 3 8 6 ff). Elsewhere I have characterized th is kind of lexicon system as most suited fo r describing su ffix in g languages with a comparatively high degree of agglutination (Borin 1985f p 35) ; This is mainly due to the fa ct that the system works according to what Blåberg (1984, p 6 l) aptly has termed the "forget-where-you-came-from" -Discontinuous morphs, lik e in Sw. fö r s tora 'e n la r g e '; Ger. gesagt 's a id '; Po. najstzu^szy 'o ld e s t '.
-In flectio n of certain compound types, lik e in F i. kolmekymmentav iis i ' t h ir t y -f i v e ', Adessive kolme lla kymmenellä v iid e l l ä ; Ru. vagon-restoran 'restaurant c a r '. Genitive vagon^-restorana.
-Reduplication, lik e in Gr. Ielp6 'le a v e '. Perfect le lo ip a . The former is important from a th eoretical lin g u istic point of view, while the status of the la tte r is at best uncertcdn. the minllexlcons have names of the form ' category .co n stitu e n t', e .g .
things that can f i l l the Stem position in category Adj aire found in <1> Since th is particular lexicon 1s used only to illu s tr a te the lexicon formeilism, I have taken the lib e r ty to mix Polish (ad jectiv es) and Russian (noun-noun compounds) in i t . To account fo r phenomena like discontinuous morphs and agreement phenomena within words there is another mechanism apart from the morphotax sp e cifica tio n s , namely feat ure-value graphs (directed a cy clic graphs, or DAG;s), that are checked fo r mutual consistency and added on to as the analysis routine moves through the lexicon . The DAG: s can appear at various points in the lexicon; 1) On a constituent in the morphotax sp e c ific a tio n s.
2) In a minilexicon or sublexicon as a whole.
3) In an individual le x ica l entry.
The addlng-on procedure is a kind of unlficatlon<3>, as described in e .g . Karttunen 1984. This ensures that word forms lik e Ru.
•vagonrestorana w ill not get any analysis, since (Case; Nom) in the f i r s t part w ill not unify with (CcisezGen) in the second part. The fin a l DAG of a successful analysis is produced as part of the output.
The morphotax sp ecifica tion s and the DAG; s together succeed very n icely in capturing the tradition al lin g u is tic concept of markedness; <2> I . e . , there may be arbltreirily many lexicons with the label AdJ.Stem, grouped according to e .g . declensions. <3> Actually, i t is u nification s p lit up in to two separate steps: a com patibility check and, i f this succeeds, u n ification with copying.
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Proceedings of NODALIDA 1985 with optional constituents one may specify a DAG that is added to the structure being built only if the constituent is not Included in the analysis. This mechanism is used for assigning the positive degree to adjectives in the lexicon in fig. 1 ; if no material is taken from the lexicon AdJ .Comp during analysis, the anailysed adjective gets the positive degree by default.
Like the variuos versions we have of the two-level system, this extension to its lexicon is written in PASCAL.
Future Plans
Tne preceding section gave a brief overview over the current status of the lexicon system.
Among the things that have not yet been
Implemented, but are due for inclusion in the system in the near future are:
-Negative value specifications in the DAG:s, e.g. (Case: -Pat).
-Disjunction of values in the DAG:s, e.g. (Case: (Ack OR Gen)).
-Full regular expression capability in the morphotax speci fications .
For handling the last two problems in the list in section 2, I am currently exploring the possibility of using a formalism that is reminiscent of and largely inspired by the ones used in autosegpiental phonology (Goldsmith 1976; McCarthy 1981; 1982) , or Aronoff's (1976) word formation rules (see fig.  2 ). Tne main idea in both these approaches (even though the details differ) could be interpreted as a One could imagine that the morphologioal features, or rather, the DAG: s that contain them, be treated as lexical segnents by the rules.
-32- some alternation types comprise only specific word categories, e.g, Swedish apophony, which concerns only verbs.
CooolusloD
In conclusion, I would like to stress that even if the tilings mentioned above are an important part of a lexical representation, they are still only a part of what is needed in a lexicon system for full-fledged natural language processing. In addition, the lexicon should reflect our knowledge aa language users about productivity and prototypes in morphology. Certainly, the lexicon must also contain some structured semantic information.
